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 “Mementos – Some Thoughts”
At the end of the function, the keynote speaker was honoured with a memento –
a classy replica of a boat, about two feet in length and well decorated. He accepted
the gift with all humility. Later he was seen moving around with  the delicate boat
in his hand, as it won’t go into his brief case.

A memento which serves to remind us  of a person or an event, is always  given with
the best of intentions by the organizers. Back at  home, some of them become
worthwhile additions to the showcase. But in many cases, they do not form part  of
the enviable items, either from an artistic or utility point of view, leave alone the
difficulties encountered in transporting them without damages.

Here are some thoughts in this connection:

• First and foremost, the memento should remind one of the function associated
with it.

• It should be an elegant piece, representing some cultural or ethnic values
connected with the event or the place.

• Once these are decided, the handling of the memento by the recipients on their
way back home is to be well planned. Secure packing, in an easy to carry
manner is to be thought of.

 Even with all these aspects  well taken care, we find a
number of  non-utility items  occupying prime space in
drawing rooms. Quite often, the old ones end up in the
hands of scrap dealers.

As engineers, we have a role to conserve the scarce resources.
Can we think of mementos that combine art, utility and
convenience? Then they will occupy  place of pride on
our office tables or homes, playing some useful roles in
our daily chores.
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We, the members of the IEEE … do hereby … agree to improve the understanding of technology, its appropriate application,
 and potential consequences;   - IEEE Code of Ethics

L-R Mr.Subodh PS, Convenor,
IEEE BIOS 2005, Dr. Ashok S. Kolaskar,
Vice-Chancellor, University of Pune
EE Rajkumar, Chairman, IEEE Kerala
Section,  Mr.Philip John, Vice Chairman,
IEEE Kerala Section

MMMMMessage fressage fressage fressage fressage from Mr om Mr om Mr om Mr om Mr WWWWW.Cleon Anderson,.Cleon Anderson,.Cleon Anderson,.Cleon Anderson,.Cleon Anderson,
IEEE President 2005IEEE President 2005IEEE President 2005IEEE President 2005IEEE President 2005

(Sent to Mr R. Muralidharan, Past Chair, IEEE India Council)

Dear Murali

We arrived safely home with all our luggage in tow.  Dixie and I are well and strong. 
The effects of jet lag are now behind us.

Thanks to you and all our other hosts in India; this trip exceeded our most   favorable
expectations.  The members of the India Council, as well as the  section leaders, have been
most gracious.  Thank you all so much.  Thanks again for arranging a state visit with President
Kalam.  We were well  received.  I think the people of India are very fortunate to have a noted
scientist as President, and to have such a strategic leader, as Dr. Kalam, whose vision for India
so parallels the IEEE Vision in these critical times  as India pursues the 2020 goal of a
developed country.

Monday, after our return I was back on the airplane to IEEE HQ in  Piscataway, NJ. 
I took much of the material that was given me at the  various venues to the appropriate staff
management at IEEE HQ, and I  explained to them many of the concerns and thoughts that
were expressed to  me during my visit with our members in India.  I returned two nights ago
to  a mountain of mail.  As you can guess, I had wall-to-wall meetings at IEEE  HQ and have
had little time to take care of the more pleasant tasks of the  Presidency such as this response
to you.  Please forgive me if this note of  thanks seems late.  Today, my children and
grandchildren will come to the house and we will tell  them about our trip, show pictures,
and explain to them about the gifts of   friendship that we received.  Truly this has been an
experience of a lifetime.

W. Cleon Anderson,
P.E., President, IEEE

31 Jan.’05 w.c.anderson@ieee.org, 801-594-7323

IEEE president inaugurating the national seminar on 'Bioinformatics' - IEEE BIOS 2005
organised by IEEE Kerala Section at Trivandrum  on 17 Jan.'05

Excerpts fromExcerpts fromExcerpts fromExcerpts fromExcerpts from
Mr Mr Mr Mr Mr WWWWW.Cleon Anderson.Cleon Anderson.Cleon Anderson.Cleon Anderson.Cleon Anderson’’’’’sssss

interinterinterinterinterviews while in Iviews while in Iviews while in Iviews while in Iviews while in Indiandiandiandiandia
“Today with India becoming a

powerhouse in the software arena, there is a
considerable amount of collaboration
between engineers which stimulates ideas and
creativity. Our aim is to provide  networking
among them  so that innovative ideas come
up”

“We are looking at a more concerted effort
from Indian developers who are working on
emerging technologies. For instance, there is
significant work being done on smart
appliances and bio-medical devices. If there
is closer collaboration between the developers
here and others in the different regions, these
technologies are bound to take off much
sooner than expected’’.

“Today the key to success is how fast one
learns new things  to keep pace with
technology and change. For an engineer,
knowledge becomes obsolete as soon as  he
graduates from his college”.

Mr  Anderson is yet another proponent
claiming that India could become a huge
manufacturing base. He adds: “India will
soon become a force to reckon with  in
manufacturing too, like software. No doubt,
China is way ahead in manufacturing but
there is  no reason why India can not catch
up too”.
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TECHNOLOGY IN   BRIEF

Steer-by-wire

Automobile electronics is entering every facet of function
in a vehicle, with computer chips and sensors making
driving a less tasking activity.

The new technology, steer-by-wire,  is going to turn com-
puters into back-seat drivers. These new systems can serve
as fast-reacting co-pilots  that take the wheel if the driver
gets into trouble, thereby cutting down accident rates.

 A steer- by- wire car still has the same  old steering wheel
and pedals, but they are  connected to  nothing but a
computer chip, which makes driving a bit like playing  a
video game. The chip monitors what the driver is doing
with the steering wheel and pedals, and  signals small
electric motors  to turn the front wheels, control the brakes
and operate the throttle.

Steer-by-wire  could keep a driver from turning too hard
and sending the car into a skid on slippery roads. And it
could also keep drunken, distracted  or dozing drivers
from drifting out of  their lanes - the driving misstep
behind 40 percent of  all vehicle fatalities.

Down the road, steer-by-wire  systems will be able to
detect imminent collisions, take over the controls and
whisk the car away from another speeding vehicle.

However, there is a risk that an errant  computer would
interfere  with a driver who is  trying to avoid hitting a
pedestrian, warn some experts. Automakers insist that
they will test the computers for utmost reliability before
letting them hit the roads.

Remote Cut-off Switch for Stolen Vehicles

 A novel method of implementing engine performance
degradation in stolen vehicles to intercept them easily by
police has been developed by a company in UK, Mobilizer
Ltd. This remote cut-off switch can be applied to all types
of vehicles  and has worldwide patent protection.

The idea behind the system is that the police can
progressively limit an engine’s revolution range to slow it
down. Communication  with the system is  bi-directional
so that  a police official or monitoring service operator
will be able to see, via the application software, what is
actually happening in the vehicle at any time.

Engine performance degradation is implemented by
reducing the  maximum rpm available down to
approximately 400 rpm above the normal tick-over speed,
without the risk of introducing a stall condition.  If the
thief driving the vehicle  accidentally stalls the engine in
the course of normal driving, it may be restarted until the
“Engine Stop” command is signaled by the police or vehicle
pursuers.

After the revolutions have been cut, the Engine Stop
command can be used at any time. Other inputs and
outputs allow for hazard lights to be  switched on to warn
other motorists, or door lock switches to be activated.

The installation cost per car would be  in the range of
$600, it is indicated by the company.

Innovative Night Vision SystemInnovative Night Vision SystemInnovative Night Vision SystemInnovative Night Vision SystemInnovative Night Vision System

Honda of Japan has developed an innovative and intelli-
gent night vision system, which it believes could reduce
night time  pedestrian fatalities. Two ‘far-infrared’ cam-
eras mounted in the front bumper of the vehicle detect
objects by the heat they emit.  Based on shape and size,
the system determines if  the object is a pedestrian. In
addition to the conventional night vision function of giv-
ing the  driver an enhanced view of the road ahead,  the
system is believed to be  the world’s first to provide  cau-
tions that inform the driver of the presence of  pedestrians
who are on the road or about to cross the vehicle’s path.
In addition to an audio warning, an image is also reflected
in a retractable  mirror positioned on top of the dash.
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" Successful Innovation"

Book by: Michel Syrett and
Jean Lammiman

Published by: Profile Books Ltd in
association with The
Economist

In recent years innovation has been
promoted as the latest core
capability without  which businesses
cannot prosper and may not survive.
In the new economy, it has become
clear that ideas and adaptability are
crucial.

The book describes the processes and
capabilities required by
organizations  to foster creative
thinking and, equally important, to
capture and shape the resulting
output. The topics discussed are:

� What inspires and informs
original ideas

� The role of champions  and teams
in getting ideas off the ground

� The importance of continuous
evaluation and testing of ideas
throughout their development,
together with the free flow of
information

� The roles of consultants and
specialists

� The crucial factor of leadership
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